Cassandrae Adamakos
Long dark hairs and striking black eyes, wise but hanuted
gaze, tall and a bit too slender for Greek aestetic canons
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DESTINY

SHADOW

D10

The Shadows follow me, they give me power but scare me. What are they? I
should find informations about them.
I should discover why the Bishops hunts me and then escape or destroy him.

Reincarnation of the prophetess

D8

Haunted by shadows
Harshly educated by the Church
Greek aristocratic heritage

Shadowmancer
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D8
D6
D6
D6

Shadow Senses

Reality Manipulation
Magical Aptitude
Veiled Soul

Dispel Magic

My Cabal fights crime. I will use my powers to bring positive changes in our
society or to fight crime. What the visions says me to do next?
Agata of the Erinyes is my mentor, I love her and trust her. I will show her
my skills by helping the Cabal in its current mission.

WILL OVER SHADOW. After rolling REALITY MANIPULATION or a
Scene Trait created with it, spend 1 KA and add a D8 to the Shadow
for a +1 BOOST to your result.
CURSE. When you use EVIL EYE to inflict a Consequence related to a
curse, add a D8 to the Shadow to add a D8 to your pool and increase
your Success Level by 1.
PRECOGNITIVE. After you fail a roll, spend 1 KA to add SENSE
FUTURE to your pool and reroll all dice.
PROPHECY. Spend 1 KA to question the Herald about the possible
future or the best way of action in a situation: he should answer
truthfully. You can ask 1 question for level of SENSE FUTURE (i.e.
D6=1, D8=2, etc.).

Seer
Sense Future
Sense Aura
Sense Past

Sense Present

Visions of Oblivion

D12
D8
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PSYCHOMETRY. Increase SENSE PAST when you can touch an object
related to your target.
CLAIRVOYANCE. When you roll SENSE PRESENT to see distant places
or to create Scene Traits about informations gathered, add a D8 and
increase your Success Level by 1.
DARK TALENTS:
REALITY RIPPLES. Gain 1 KA and transform one of your
SHADOWMANCER powers into a Consequence. Recover the
Consequence to recover the power.
WANTED BY. THE BISHOP. If someone recognizes you gain 1 KA and
let the Herald create a Scene Trait related to this and equal to your
Legend.

Deck of Shadows
Esoteric books

Born in a noble Greek family, Cassandrae was gifted (or
maybe cursed) with the power to see into the Shadow and
see the spirits of the dead.
This also made her a target of that same spirits who were
searching for a conduit to the material world.
Her worried parents sought advice from the Bishop of the
Divine Order, who told she was tainted by the Shadow but,
under his protection and through Imperial sanction she could
be safe.
Thus Cassandrae lived most of her childhood within the walls
of an Abbey under the Bishop's iron discipline, until she
decided to escape his care.
This happened when she met Agata, of the Cabal of the
Erinyes, who saw her innate potential and proposed her to
join the group for a life of adventure. She eagerly accepted...

Escaped the Bishop's grip and defied the inquisitors he sent after her

Her visions saved Agatha's from an ambush

NOTES:
Her precognitive powers and her control of probabilities give
her a fair edge in any situation if she have the time to use
them.
She must be aware that relying on REALITY MANIPULATION
too much can bring dire consequences...

Necklace of my mother
Usually dressed in a typical Greek white chiton with a grey
cape draped above it.
Comfy leather boots with a dagger hidden near her left ankle.

